
IMAGINATION AND KNOWLEDGE

An endless sea of ideas constantly flows around our planet, streamlining inspiration, fuelling the minds of entrepreneurs,
ultimately driving.

Using all of their mechanical and scientific knowledge at their disposal they put all the possibilities out on the
table. Early childhood between the ages of three and six is usually when children are most actively involved in
their imagination. So much of what we see as common place in our world today became a reality primarily
because of imagination. For knowledge is limited to all we know and understand, while imagination embraces
the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and understand. Make your counsel diverse in skill sets and
culture and your counsel will be extremely rich and beneficial. Consider this: Imagination fantasy is the art to
place knowledge in a form it has not been before. I take it that for humans, because his knowledge is limited,
imagination is more important to be able to create the knowledge he craves. Even if the dog analogy is only an
analogy, I think it extends out. We need knowledge of the various engineering domain related to our product,
and knowledge of our customers' actual needs and behavior in order to validate the hypothesis about the
outcome of our innovation. They have no life on their own. While others may feel it is insulting to their
intellectualism. It is the imagination through which one can promote ideas and not knowlege. When children
start school there is often a shift in how they play, moving towards games with more social interaction and
rules. Knowledge is different to imagining, it grows by deliberate experiments, development and experience.
Tesla had an eidetic memory that enabled him to precisely recall images, visualise objects and literally work
out his inventions in his imagination. In the universe knowledge exists as matter, advanced form of knowledge
is advanced forms of matter. Hopefully, this article has helped you understand why imagination is more
important than knowledge. When I see my children share the knowledge they have learned I encourage and
applaud with pride but when I see their imagination shine through I really stand back in aweâ€¦ it is theirs, it is
unique and it is truly amazing! It is what seperates us from the lower lifeforms on our planet people. I see a
worthwhile need to be met and I make trial after trial until it comes.


